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ART. XIV.—Ancient Glass at Carlisle Cathedral. By F. C.
EELES.

Read at Carlisle, September loth, 1925.

THE mediaeval glass in the tracery lights of the great
east window of Carlisle Cathedral has recently been

undergoing repair. This glass is of considerable interest,
although the recent opportunity for close examination
afforded by scaffolding has shown that a very large
proportion of it was renewed in 1861. The subject is the
last judgment; there is a seated figure of our Lord in
glory in the central light near the top; in the other
lights are angels blowing trumpets and the dead rising;
above, the righteous are being assisted by angels; below,
the wicked are being seized by devils. It is unfortun-
ately impossible to tell how much of the modern work
is a reproduction of ancient glass which was too far
decayed to re-use, or how far it is a conjectural restora-
tion. The figure of Our Lord is largely modern; and of
the rest about two thirds seem to be modern. It is much
to be regretted that the 1861 glass painters left no record
of what they did. At the present day if the work were
being done it is almost certain that there would be no
conjectural restoration, and any modern reproduction
would be dated. As it is, it is not possible to determine
to what extent we are looking at a complete mediaeval
design. On the whole, however, the probability is that
the greater part of the work is a reproduction of ancient
glass which had worn too thin to replace. We have to
remember that the glass of the 14th century is more liable
to decay-than that of any other period of the middle ages.
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This has been abundantly demonstrated by Mr. Knowles in
connection with the glass of York Minster, about which he
probably knows more than anyone else. What now
remains of the 14th century Carlisle glass is very free from
decay. All that has been done lately has been to repair
the leading of some of the lights and to renew that of
others.

The tracery glass of the east window was very minutely
described by the late Mr. R. S. Ferguson, Chancellor of
Carlisle, in these Proceedings, vol. ii, p. 296.* There he
points out the existence of a figure of a king surrounded by
a border of castles and lions, near the tops of the main
lights, balanced by a figure of an un-mitred ecclesiastic,
presumably a prior of Carlisle, on the other side. From
this he concludes that John of Gaunt is indicated in the
one case, as he married Constance daughter of Peter, king
of Castile and Leon, about 1371-2, and afterwards claimed
that kingdom. William of Dalston would be the con-
temporary prior, whom John of Gaunt supported against
the bishop. From this evidence the learned Chancellor
concluded that the glass must have been made between
138o and 1384. Its general appearance suggests an
earlier date, but it is by no means impossible that it was
not made till the time indicated.

In addition to the repair of the tracery lights of the
East window, some very important fragments of mediaeval
glass, long preserved in a box at the cathedral, have been
gathered together and replaced in one of the Norman
windows on the North side of the nave. These fragments
were probably removed from several windows at one of
the 19th century restorations. There was a most un-
fortunate tendency in the 19th century to regard frag-

* The East Window, Carlisle Cathedral:—Its Ancient Stained Glass, read in
1875. The same volume also includes descriptions of the ancient glass at
Cartmel Fell and Greystoke. Unfortunately the Carlisle glass is not illustrated
except by a diagram of the tracery.
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mentary mediaeval glass as of little importance, and in
case after case, the mediaeval glazing of heads of lights
and of the smaller tracery lights was dispossessed to make
room for a complete new window. The window selected
to contain the old glass is that above the modern north
doorway; it is 8 feet 8 inches high by 3 feet 4 inches wide.
The fragments have been set in a background of tinted .

modern glass, sufficiently smeared to allow the old glass
to be well seen, and close to the edge of the window is a
narrow border of modern blue glass. At the top of the
window three shields have been combined with a large
medallion of fragments enclosed in a ring inscribed
THE FRAGMENTS THAT REMAIN. The shield at
the top (A) is that of the priory, and is modern. Of
the other two, that on the left (B) is almost wholly
composed of fragments, but there is enough of the old
leads left to show that it contained some rectangular
" checquy " charge. That on the right (C) is 15th
century work and bears the arms of France modern. The
blue is curiously flat in texture, is covered with a small
diaper pattern, and is somewhat decayed. The fragments
in the large medallion (D) are chiefly 14th century glass.

Below this group will be seen some small pieces (E, F) of
wings of cherubim in white and yellow stain, those on the
left (E) surmounted by one angel's head. They have
been arranged in such a manner as to suggest their original
treatment.

Between these, a lozenge-shaped panel (G) has been
made up, edged with some old bordering, and containing
what looks like part of a castle in outline in white; the
doors have lines suggesting hinges scratched out of the
pigment. This subject clearly belongs to the 14th
century; it may be a heraldic charge from a large shield
or else a fragment of architectural canopy work. It is
surrounded with fragments of red and blue glass of the 14th
century diapered with seaweed pattern.
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Below this again, a large group of fragments have been
arranged so as to combine a transverse band with a central
medallion and two upright gatherings.

The medallion (H) is 14th century work, and is fairly
complete in itself. It contains a conventional green tree
on the left, and a little figure of a man in a loose fitting
tunic with a cape on his shoulders and a hood drawn tightly
over his head. He carries what appears to be a stick under
his right arm in a curiously modern-looking way. The
back-ground is blue : the inner surrounding ring red, the
outer one white. It is not easy to know what the figure
represents, unless perhaps it may be part of a Nativity
scene represented in several small medallions, this figure
being one of the shepherds.

At the tops of the two upright groups are portions of
canopy work in yellow stain, of the early part of the 15th
century. On the left (I) below, are fragments of pinnacles
and below these again are fragments showing (a) bottom of
white robe and foot, probably of an angel, and (b) a small
part of the neck of an angel, showing a large amice apparel
and a narrow stole loosely hung over it. On the right
(K) are some fragments of cusping and crocketting from
a large canopy, arranged so as to enclose a blue rose,
originally no doubt the centre of a 14th century medallion.
All the rest of the group of fragments seems to be of the
early part of the 15th century.

Further down are two small medallions. That on the
left (M) is made up of fragments, but that on the right (N)
is original 14th century work and consists of circles within
a ring.

Below these, in the middle are grouped (L) some pieces
of seaweed pattern in pigment on a white ground, presum-
ably of the end of the 14th or the beginning of the 15th
century.

Further down again are five gatherings as follows
beginning from the left side:—
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r (0) Parts of tracery lights of the 14th century con-
sisting of seaweed pattern in pigment and yellow stain
on white ground. Below these is the complete neck of an
angel in apparelled amice with a narrow plain stole hanging
over it, the cut and slope of the apparel suggesting the
latter part of the 14th century, or the early part of the 15th.

(P) A small group of fragments of quarries, one, of the
15th century, containing a conventional flower in pigment,
the others having borders, and probably of the 14th
century.

(Q) A scallop shell in white on a background of pig-
ment. This is a striking subject, drawn with great
freedom, and may be a heraldic charge from a large
shield.

(R) A group of miscellaneous fragments.
(S) A large group containing part of a 15th century

canopy at the top, and then some interesting pieces of
cusping of distinctly earlier date. These have been
arranged to enclose two portions of 14th century heads,
one showing a forehead the other a beard. Below these
again is another fragment of an amice apparel with a
stole* (in this case ornamented) thrown over it.

Across the base of the window runs a label (T) with the
following inscription :-

THIS WINDOW WAS MADE IN 1925 OF FRAG-

* This method of wearing the stole is unusual, but curious variations are often
found in the vesting of angels even when they are shown as ministers of the
altar. The English use in the matter of the stole and amice was to wear the
stole fairly close round the neck, over the albe, and underneath the amice and its
apparel. This is the case in brasses, effigies and other representations, whether
of bishops, priests or deacons, in none of which it appears above the amice in
the manner shown here. Even in the case of angels the more usual practice
was to vest them similarly in this respect. Angels are commonly represented
in apparelled albes and amices; often with the addition of the stole, sometimes
worn crossed like that of a priest, sometimes like that of a deacon, but in the
usual way hidden at the neck by the amice. But the artists sometimes took
a certain degree of license in the case of angels, as in the present instance
which is exceptional.
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MENTS/OF ANCIENT GLASS FOUND IN THE
CATHEDRAL/

SIX SPANDRELS OF THE TRACERY OF THE
EAST WINDOW WERE RELEADED IN THE SAME
YEAR.

Round the sides and top of the window runs a modern
blue border broken at intervals by crowns in white and
yellow stain on a dark background. Of these the follow-
ing are modern : on the left side from below, Nos. 1, 2, 3,_
6, 7, 8, 9, io; on the right side from below, Nos. 1, 2, 3,
6,7,8,9.

Setting aside a few insignificant pieces which may be
quite late glass, these interesting fragments fall into two
groups. One belongs to the same period as the old glass
in the east window, viz :—the last quarter of the 14th
century,* while the other probably belongs to the first
quarter of the 15th.

After infinite patience it has been found possible to
place all these fragments, without cutting them, in such
a way as to convey as much suggestion as possible of the
original method of their use, and to dispose them so as to
make a window of pleasing variety of colour.

The work has been done in London with the greatest care
and with remarkable skill, by Miss Caroline Townshend .

and Miss Howson. .

* On the evidence of the glass above I should find it very difficult to accept
the commonly received view that the date of the glass in the tracery of the Eas t .
window is as late as about 1380. These apparently contemporary fragments .
taken by themselves look like glass of the second quarter of the r8th century.
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